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ABSTRACT
Evidence-based assessment of pediatric bipolar disorder has advanced rapidly in the last two decades, moving from isolated clinical case descriptions to what is now a portfolio of techniques that include checklists from multiple informants, semi-structured diagnostic interviews and severity ratings, and technologies that allow daily tracking of mood and energy over the course of treatment. This review critically appraises (a) the need for evidence-based assessment of bipolar disorder as a common component of clinical practice, (b) triggers that warrant assessment of bipolar, (c) when best to deploy different techniques over the course of diagnosis and treatment, and (d) promising new developments in assessment. A decision-making framework is adapted from evidence-based medicine to guide assessment sequences in a patient-centered approach. Emphasis is placed on approaches that currently have the best validity and are feasible in most clinical practice settings. These methods increase accuracy and address many controversies surrounding pediatric bipolar diagnoses.

Conventional wisdom was that bipolar disorder most often manifested during young adulthood. Although there were occasional case reports in childhood or early adolescence, pediatric bipolar disorder (PBD) was considered exotic, and it was not part of the core training for physicians or mental health professionals working with youths. Even now, most textbooks and training materials focus on bipolar disorder as an “adult” condition. As a result, practitioners have had minimal training in the assessment of PBD. Should busy clinicians invest the time and effort to learn about evidence-based assessment strategies for pediatric bipolar disorder? Given the stakes involved in making this diagnosis correctly, as well as the rapid advances in the evidence base over the last several years, there are few niches that could provide so substantial a return on investment. Other papers in this special issue review the distinction between PBD and other forms of mood dysregulation and aggression (1, 2) and the evidence for the validity of PBD as distinct from ADHD, depression, or other more common developmental psychopathology (3). This review will address key topics, such as why to assess for PBD, when it is clinically indicated, how to change assessment strategies to match the individual needs of the patient over the course of treatment, and what promising future directions might be worth adding to clinical practices in the future.

WHY ADD FORMAL ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES FOR PBD TO THE CLINICAL TOOLBOX?
The place where PBD seems most scarce is in textbooks. There are now several thousand peer reviewed articles describing and validating pediatric bipolar disorder, drawn from dozens of independent research groups around the world (4). A recent meta-analysis of epidemiological studies found that ~2% of children and adolescents in the community - not clinics - meet criteria for bipolar spectrum diagnoses (5), with equal rates in the U.S.A. versus the rest of the world. A Canadian study published after the meta-analysis replicated the 2% figure (6). Increased rates of clinical diagnoses started from a baseline of almost never diagnosing PBD (7), and clinical and epidemiological rates are now converging.

Where have these bipolar cases been hiding? Often in
Evidence-based medicine (EBM) uses probability of diagnosis as a way of organizing clinical decisions about assessment and treatment (27). Every case has a possibility to be diagnosed with any disorder, and the diagnostic probability maps onto clinical actions. EBM refers to two major choice points along this continuum: The Wait-Test Threshold, and the Test-Treatment Threshold (27). Below the Wait-Test Threshold, a diagnosis is considered “ruled out.” Above the Test-Treatment Threshold, a diagnosis is considered firm enough to begin treatment. Between the two thresholds is where additional assessment is needed to either push the probability below the Wait-Test or above the Test-Treatment Threshold. EBM does not attach specific numbers to these thresholds. Where to set the bar is a clinical judgment, depending on risks and benefits. Formal approaches for integrating these utilities into decision-making may gain popularity as technology reduces the inconvenience associated with computation (27, 30). Table 1 lists steps in evidence-based assessment of PBD detailed below.

AN EVIDENCE-BASED PROCESS FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF PBD

• **Step 1.** Know the base rate of PBD in your setting. The first piece of evidence to incorporate in fast, frugal PBD assessment is its base rate in a clinical setting. PBD rates vary widely depending on where one works. PBD is rare in the general community, but somewhat more common in outpatient practices, and even more in practices that specialize in mood disorders. Table 2 lists benchmarks from different settings. In many settings, PBD rates will fall below the clinician’s Wait-Test threshold. For example, if a clinician decides that conditions seen in fewer than 1 in 20 cases do not warrant extra assessment unless other warning signs are evident, then their Wait-Test threshold is 5%. If working where <5% of cases might have PBD, then they do not need to include PBD assessment measures as part of their standard intake procedure. When the target is already rare, low scores on the test will not add information, and high scores will still usually be false positives. On the other hand, if working where PBD might be more common - such as in an inpatient unit - assessment methods can quickly move some cases below the Wait-Test threshold, and others closer to the Treatment zone.

• **Step 2.** Assess PBD risk factors. There are risk factors and cues that should trigger further assessment. Most well-established is a family history of bipolar disorder (31, 32) (see Table 3). Bipolar in a first degree relative is linked with at least a five-fold increase in risk for PBD, and second-degree relatives with at least half as much risk (33). Other warning signs for PBD

When is Assessment of PBD Clinically Indicated?

Evidence-based medicine (EBM) uses probability of diagnosis as a way of organizing clinical decisions about assessment and treatment (27). Every case has a possibility of having PBD, albeit often low. Test scores, risk factors, and other pieces of evidence refine our estimates of the probability. When the probability is sufficiently low, the diagnosis can be “ruled out,” at least until new information triggers re-evaluation (see Figure 1). When enough confirmatory evidence accumulates, then the probability rises enough that we make the diagnosis and concentrate on organizing the treatment around it. This Bayesian framework is similar to clinical thinking such as the “Bipolarity Index of Suspicion” (28, 29). Figure 1 illustrates how diagnostic probability maps onto clinical actions. EBM refers to two major choice points along this continuum: The Wait-Test Threshold, and the Test-Treatment Threshold (27). Below the Wait-Test Threshold, a diagnosis is considered “ruled out.” Above the Test-Treatment Threshold, a diagnosis is considered firm enough to begin treatment. Between the two thresholds is where additional assessment is needed to either push the probability below the Wait-Test or above the Test-Treatment Threshold. EBM does not attach specific numbers to these thresholds. Where to set the bar is a clinical judgment, depending on risks and benefits. Formal approaches for integrating these utilities into decision-making may gain popularity as technology reduces the inconvenience associated with computation (27, 30). Table 1 lists steps in evidence-based assessment of PBD detailed below.
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Figure 1. Integrated Model of Evidenced-Based Assessment for Pediatric Bipolar

Assessment:
Steps 7, 8, 9, 10. Assess factors that might change treatment effectiveness. Monitor process & adherence. Measure “midterm” for treatment adjustment and outcomes.

Treatment:
Aggressive Interventions (medication, hospitalization)

Assessment:
Steps 4, 5, 6. Use more specific measures, semi-structured interviews, life charting to gather enough data to confirm or disconfirm bipolar diagnosis.

Treatment:
Secondary interventions and non-specific + low risk treatments

Assessment:
Steps 1, 2, 3. No further assessment for bipolar disorder unless there is a new risk factor or change

Treatment:
No intervention for bipolar; treat any other conditions
include psychosis – more commonly due to a mood disorder than schizophrenia among children or adolescents (34); early onset depression – which appears to be bipolar spectrum illness in a third of cases during follow-up (15); and sleep disturbance – especially periods of decreased need for sleep without associated fatigue (35). Additional clinical presentations that warrant increased attention include bouts of episodic aggression (2, 36) or someone initiating a referral specifically to evaluate PBD. Although these frequently prove to have a different etiology, PBD should be discounted based on disconfirming evidence.

- **Step 3.** Evaluate information from broad measures. Many clinicians routinely use instruments measuring multiple factors (37, 38). These types of instruments are sensitive to PBD (meaning that most cases with PBD score high), but not very specific to PBD (meaning that non-bipolar cases also tend to score high on the same scales) (39-41). Although PBD frequently involves a “profile” of elevations on multiple problem behavior scales, the Externalizing score captures most information relevant to possible bipolarity: If Externalizing is extremely elevated, the odds of PBD triple or quadru-

| Table 1. Ten Steps of Evidence-Based Assessment for Pediatric Bipolar Disorder |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
| Step                        | Rationale                   | Additional Time and Cost |
| Know base rate in your setting | Important starting point to anchor evaluations | Time: 0 Cost: 0 |
| Any risk factors?           | Risk factors raise “index of suspicion,” enough in combination will elevate into assessment or possibly treatment zones | Time: 2-10 min Cost: 0 |
| Information from broad, externalizing scales | Low externalizing on parent report usually rules bipolar out High parent report another “red flag” High youth report, teacher report double odds; Low scores less informative | Time: none if already part of routine assess Cost: none if already part of routine assess |
| Add brief screens for family history, hypomania, mania | Brief family history measure may add new information Parent report screens replace Externalizing score – more specific to bipolar, but highly correlated (no “double dipping”) | Time: 5 minutes for family, 2 minutes for practitioner Cost: None – best instruments are in public domain |
| Get multiple perspectives – and plan for differences | Parent report helpful in establishing diagnosis, change in functioning; youth and teacher report helpful for measuring pervasiveness and also motivation for treatment | Time: 5 minutes for each informant, 2 minutes for practitioner Cost: None – best instruments are in public domain |
| Intensive Assessment for bipolar | Clinical interview focusing on mood presentation and specific symptoms Semistructured interviews: KSADS, MINI Life charting – paper, online, smartphone application | Time: 30-120 minutes Cost: 0 to US $4.00 for applications (ILS 0 to 15 new shekels) |
| Additional assessment for treatment planning | Rule out general medical conditions, other medications; Family functioning, quality of life, personality, school adjustment, comorbidities | Time: Variable Cost: Variable |
| Process monitoring (“quizzes and homework”) | Life charts, mood & energy checkups at each visit, medication monitoring, therapy assignments | Time: < 5 min per day for family, < 5 min per visit for practitioner Cost: None |
| Progress and outcome (“midterm and final exams”) | Repeat assessment with main severity measures – interview and/or parent report most sensitive to treatment effects | Time: 10 to 40 minutes Cost: None |
| Maintenance | Discuss continued life charting; review triggers, critical events and life transitions | Time: Negligible Cost: None |

| Table 2. Base rates of pediatric bipolar disorder in different settings. |
|-----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Setting          | Base Rate | Population |
| General Population | 2% (4% for spectrum) | Global meta-analysis (5) |
| Outpatient or Community Mental Health | 5% to 10% | Various |
| County Wards (DCFS) (93) | 11% | State of Illinois |
| Specialty Outpatient Service (94) | 15% to 20% | New England, Midwestern USA |
| Incarcerated Adolescents (95) (96) | 2% to 22% | Chicago & Texas |
| Inpatient and Psychiatric Hospitalization (97) (50) | 25 to 40% | All of U.S.A. (record surveillance) |
Conversely, low Externalizing scores make PBD much less likely, decreasing the odds by a factor of as much as 20 (40). Externalizing scores provide a distilled “bottom line”: Although PBD frequently shows a constellation of multiple elevations across subscales, no other scales provide significant incremental information after interpreting Externalizing (40, 42, 43).

These initial steps in assessment (i.e., considering the base rate, risk factors, and scores on broad tests) add little or no time to the first interview. The steps reorganize readily available data according to value with regard to PBD. Patients with two or three of these “red flags” are too risky to ignore possible PBD, but also often will not have PBD. These are the cases where more assessment is clearly indicated.

- **Step 4.** Consider adding a mania measure. The fourth step in assessment would be to gather brief screening instruments focusing on manic symptoms, ideally from the parent or adult most familiar with the youth’s behavior. Some manic symptoms will be more specific to PBD even if they are not associated with the most impairment. Symptoms such as elated mood, grandiosity and unstable self-esteem, and decreased need for sleep have fewer likely causes than irritability and aggression. Instruments that include more content specific to mania (44-46) significantly outperform broad scales at discriminating PBD from non-PBD. It is easiest for clinicians to simply substitute them for externalizing scores when formulating impressions about possible bipolarity. The more specific mania checklist replaces the Externalizing score in PBD algorithms, because it is the single most valid checklist score capturing the parent’s impressions about the key behaviors for diagnosis (47).

Because mania scales are more specific to PBD, high scores help move towards ruling the diagnosis “in.” EBM has a mnemonic, “SpPIn and SnNOut”: On a Specific test, a Positive score helps rule In; on a Sensitive tests, a Negative score helps rule Out (27). Low mania scale scores may cancel out one or two risk factors, and high scores provide a stronger surge in the index of suspicion. Note the asymmetry: Finding a family member affected with bipolar increases the PBD probability, but lack of a family history does not decrease risk as much (47). Low scores on sensitive tests (e.g., CBCL Externalizing) are more decisive than high scores on the same instrument (27). Table 4 compares the CBCL and measures more specific to PBD.

- **Step 5.** Get multiple perspectives – and plan for differences in view. In every published study to date, parent-reported manic symptoms consistently show greater diagnostic validity than youth- or teacher-report (40). Parent report shows large effect sizes discriminating PBD from non-PBD cases, whereas youth report

### Table 3. Clinical “red flags” that should trigger thorough evaluation of possible pediatric bipolar disorder

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Red Flag Description</th>
<th>Reason</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Family history of Bipolar</strong>*</td>
<td>PBD has genetic contribution, family environment can amplify risk, family environment affects treatment adherence and relapse. 5x – 10x increase for 1st degree relative, 2.5x-5x for 2nd degree relative, 2x for “fuzzy” BP in relative. Probe histories of depression, suicide, alcohol and drug psychosis, and antisocial behavior for possible undiagnosed bipolar (33, 98).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Early Onset Depression</strong></td>
<td>Onset &lt; 25 years, Also treatment resistant, recurrent, or atypical depression may be more likely to be bipolar. First clinical episode is often depression. 20% to 35% of pediatric depressions ultimately show bipolar course (99, 100).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Antidepressant Coincident Mania</strong></td>
<td>Manic symptoms while being treated with antidepressants. FDA recommends assessing for hypomania, family history of bipolar before beginning antidepressant. “Switch” is often previously undiagnosed PBD (101).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Episodic Mood Lability</strong></td>
<td>Rapid switching between depressive and manic symptoms; depressive and manic symptoms at the same time. Common presentation. Episodicity more suggestive of mood diagnosis (4).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Episodic Aggressive behavior</strong></td>
<td>Episodic; high-energy. Not instrumental or planned; reactive. Not specific, but common (4, 36).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psychotic features</strong></td>
<td>True delusions/hallucinations in the context of mood. Delusions/Hallucinations common during mood episode. Bipolar more common as source of psychosis than schizophrenia in children (34, 36).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sleep Disturbance</strong></td>
<td>Decreased need for sleep. Less sleep but maintains high energy. More specific to bipolar. Indicates sleep hygiene component of treatment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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shows medium effects, and teacher report falls in the medium to small range, often not significant (48, 49). When multiple informants note problems, the youth has a more severe and impairing condition (50, 51). When youths have PBD, then their self-reported or teacher-reported levels of behavior problems are significantly higher than typical for youths with other diagnoses (52). However, cross-informant agreement about youth functioning is modest, commonly hovering in the range of $r = .2$ to $.3$ (53), so “statistically significant” agreement frequently looks like contradictory perspec-

tives at the level of the individual case. For example, if the parent reports an Externalizing score of 80, then a teacher reporting a score of 60 looks like a major difference of opinion unless benchmarked against typical agreement levels (teacher scores would average 56 for that level of parental concern) (52).

Thus seeming disagreement may actually reflect a fair amount of cross-situational consistency, and one informant is often much more concerned about mood symptoms than others. Contrary to conventional belief that youths are the most accurate informant about their own moods (54), parent report is more accurate for the purpose of detecting PBD, possibly because hypomanic symptoms are not dystonic to the person experiencing them and because compromised insight is a feature of hypomania and mania (55, 56). Teachers do not observe some hallmark features of mania, such as decreased need for sleep; and they also tend to attribute many of the other symptoms to ADHD or oppositionality (57). Clinical judgments about individual credibility have meaningful impact on the reliability and validity of parent and youth report. However, parent credibility on average was not connected to their current stress level or history of mood disorder (58). Similarly, parent report remained significantly more valid even if the parent has a history of mood disorder.

The evidence-based plan of action would be (a) always try to involve a parent in the evaluation of potential PBD, (b) consider multiple reporters as informative about the degree and contexts of impairment, but less helpful in differential diagnosis (47), and (c) use clinical judgment to decide about specific people’s credibility, rather than using simple heuristics (such as “discount parents who have bipolar disorder themselves”) that have failed to demonstrate statistical validity (58).

- **Step 6.** Intensive assessment methods for PBD. Through application of the first five steps, practitioners will be able to rule PBD out in the majority of cases, and with a high degree of confidence. In statistical parlance, cases testing “not bipolar” will have a high negative predictive value – these decisions will almost always be correct in most settings. This is valuable information: When bipolar is ruled out, something else will usually be ruled in. Once bipolar has been excluded, then the practitioner can treat that other condition with greater confidence. If the diagnosis is ADHD, then stimulant medication can be tried, or antidepressants used for depression or anxiety, with less concern about possible adverse events (59). The
practitioner will also be able to document the “due diligence” about considering alternative diagnoses. It is the “test positives” - the cases with a family history and/or high scores on Externalizing, and then a high score on a mania screen - that are more ambiguous. The index of suspicion/probability estimate will be in the mid-range for these cases. So long as we do not lump probabilities of 51% or higher together and treat them as “bipolar,” we will not be “over-diagnosing.” Mid-range cases are the ones where systematic, intensive assessment of bipolarity is indicated.

At a minimum, more intensive assessment of PBD involves a thorough clinical evaluation, combining interview with the youth, direct observation of mental status, and discussion with at least one collateral informant most familiar with the youth’s behavior. Structured approaches (60-62) cover all symptoms of hypomania and mania, even if the family does not see them as a central part of the presenting problem. Clinicians are often reluctant to use structured approaches, believing that clients dislike structured approaches, or that they damage rapport, are not reimbursable, or they constrain professional autonomy (18). Surprisingly, none of these concerns are supported by data: client surveys indicate they prefer the thoroughness of structured approaches, without decrement in rapport or engagement (63). Medicaid and insurance companies will reimburse for intensive diagnostic interviewing, especially when screenings or other findings establish medical necessity. Semi-structured approaches also offer more latitude for clinical judgment while retaining the comprehensiveness of a structured approach (61, 62). Agreement between “clinical diagnoses as usual” and semi-structured approaches is typically poor (64), particularly for bipolar disorder (23, 65). Semi-structured approaches are more reliable, detect more comorbidity, and follow DSM criteria more consistently – reducing differences due to training or conceptualization (22, 66) and also shrinking potential bias due to race or ethnicity (67). We propose a hybrid model: if regular intake does not use a semi-structured interview, then the practitioner can add the mood modules of an interview such as a KSADS whenever the index of suspicion is in the “Assessment Zone.” Additional diagnostic modules could also be selected to investigate competing diagnostic hypotheses or common comorbidities.

Other methods are also available for helping establish a PBD diagnosis. One of the most promising is “life charting” or “mood charting” (68), tracking changes in mood and energy on a daily basis. The diagnostic power emerges from the repetition and finer-grained resolution compared to retrospective reports about several weeks or a lifetime of functioning. Life charting evolved rapidly from paper and pencil measures to electronic versions that are available on the Web or as applications for smart phones (a Google search for “mood charting” finds the most current versions). The decrease in cost and advances in convenience and functionality make these an attractive method for gathering data about mood and energy changes. These are valuable in documenting pronounced shifts in energy and affect, and they also become an aid in monitoring progress during treatment, as detailed below.

Other assessment techniques have accrued some research or clinical interest, but cannot be considered “evidence-based assessment” tools for clinical application yet. These include genetic tests, fMRI and other imaging tests, neurocognitive assessments, projective testing such as the Rorschach, or even published instruments that are commercially distributed but do not have any peer reviewed studies demonstrating validity. Imaging and genetics are only beginning to use clinically more realistic designs, with fewer exclusionary criteria and a greater emphasis on generalizability, including high rates of depression or ADHD in the comparison group (69).

- **Step 7.** Assessment for treatment planning. After gathering enough information to make a clear decision about PBD status, the last step before shifting to acute treatment is to collect any other key information that might change our choice of treatment: common comorbidities (36), current medications or substance use (which might interact with other drugs), prior medication trials, personality traits, stability of the family, academic functioning, and quality of life (70). Comorbid substance use may change the initial approach to treatment. Conversely, comorbid ADHD may not require different intervention initially, but instead involves monitoring whether symptoms subside with successful mood stabilization, versus warranting adjunctive intervention after mood stabilization has had time (59). Careful review of medical history ensures that what appear to be mood symptoms are not the result of some other general medical condition or drug side effect. Bipolar disorder is linked with low levels of personality traits such as conscientiousness, which often lead to forgetting appointments, home-
work, medication, and other accidents of omission that can undermine treatment (71). Poor family functioning predicts earlier onset, poor response during treatment, and rapid relapse (59). Effective interventions that reduce conflict and improve communication are being explored as adjunctive treatments for PBD (59). Short and simple instruments assessing family functioning may be most practical for busy practitioners. Assessing quality of life can help define objectives beyond mere symptom reduction and thus improve engagement with treatment. Again, some of the best tools are short and also in the public domain (72). Finally, it is crucial to assess and document potential suicidality (73).

**Steps 8 & 9.** Measuring process and outcome. Once sufficient data confirm a PBD diagnosis, the focus shifts to treatment (27). Assessment plays a different important role during treatment (74). The key questions change from “what is the problem?” and “what are the causes?” to “how bad is the problem?” and “are we making progress towards our goals?” The simple acts of measuring severity and defining targets are themselves associated with better outcomes (75). The idea of going on a diet without measuring weight is absurd. It is similarly helpful to mark the starting point and goal while trying to manage mood and behavior. Some methods used in differential diagnosis will not contribute as much during active treatment. Repeating a KSADS interview or neurocognitive testing to check for loss of diagnosis or measurable change rarely makes sense in practice. Measures of mood severity are worth repeating if they are brief enough to be well-tolerated, yet still are valid.

Assessment during treatment has many parallels to teaching. A “final exam” outcome evaluation should be comprehensive, covering not just key themes but also related material. A fairly intensive “midterm” assessment could evaluate progress and guide adjustments in the next phases. Brief and frequent evaluations - such as quizzes, homework assignments, and diaries - now have direct analogs in the mood assessment portfolio. Intensive interviews about the severity of mood, such as the CDRS-R (76) or KSADS Mania Rating Scale (62), provide valuable information about one aspect of functioning, but they require a considerable amount of time to complete and “grade” - similar to essays on a midterm or final. Their time demands prohibit frequent use in practice, and their narrow focus means that a comprehensive picture should augment via checklists (the “multiple choice” analog of the mood battery). Assessment best supports treatment by blending brief “process” measures (Step 8) with more intensive strategies quantifying severity or functioning at the beginning, middle, and end of treatment. Chronologically, these assessment tactics can weave together, just as Steps 8 and 9 are interdigitated here.

Some behavior rating scales offer “good enough” validity in terms of sensitivity to severity and to treatment effects that they can be used instead of repeated semi-structured interviews in clinical practice (77, 78). Again, price and speed break ties between otherwise equally valid tools. The few studies investigating comparative treatment sensitivity find similar effect size estimates whether using parent-reported checklists versus semi-structured parent and youth interviews (78, 79). Parent checklists show stronger correlations than youth checklists do with criteria such as interview severity ratings or treatment effects. All things being equal, longer instruments will be more reliable, and reliability sets the upper limit on validity (80). Despite this psychometric principle, shorter versions of parent checklists are equally as sensitive to treatment effects as the full length versions, because they dropped weak items less specific to PBD. Thus, practitioners can use shorter versions as a baseline, midterm, and “final exam” and sacrifice little compared to doing a longer interview, and nothing compared to using a longer checklist.

Practitioners should always try to involve the parent when working with mood disorder. This is standard practice working with young children, but becomes more variable when working with adolescents. Parents are helpful in identifying presence of mood disorder; they are sensitive to treatment effects even in blinded studies, and they are pivotal for retention in outpatient services. Most often the parent initiates the referral and provides transportation to sessions (81). If the parent does not feel heard, services often terminate prematurely.

Despite the advantages of parent report for diagnosing PBD, there still is a major role for cross-informant perspectives in the context of treatment planning (74). Youth report, although second best to caregiver report at identifying mania (40, 47), is crucial for evaluating depression. Youth report also reveals the degree of insight and motivation for treatment (81). When parents report concerns that the youth denies or minimizes, then the practitioner and youth likely have discordant views about medication or therapy techniques. Compliance will be poor as a result. Teacher report is
not as helpful as parent or youth report for identifying PBD (48, 57), but it can be valuable for understanding school functioning and interventions planning. When multiple informants agree about the presence of mood problems, then severity is clearly much worse (50, 82).

How often should mood ratings be repeated? Although clinical trials use them weekly (78), there are diminishing returns. Once or twice – baseline and “final exam” - are good standard practice, and a “midterm” evaluation to make sure that there has been symptom reduction after an adequate trial of the therapy could be worthwhile. Assessments may detect early response and guide more rapid treatment adjustments (83), suggesting extra panels of assessment at the beginning of treatment or following major changes in regimen.

Clinicians often assess mood and energy informally during therapy or medication checks. Two simple modifications transform this into a powerful assessment strategy: (a) use a consistent scale, and (b) write it down (84). The choice of scale probably does not matter: A scale from 1 to 7, such as the Clinical Global Impressions scale uses (85), is simple enough that even children understand it, and more complex scales do not gain any sensitivity with their exaggerated appearance of precision. Writing down ratings over time exposes trends. A good minimum standard would be to incorporate a “mood and energy checkup” into the treatment note, so that each visit documents whether there has been a change in energy or mood during the intervening period (47).

Life charting is especially valuable for tracking treatment response, treatment emergent side effects, and triggering events linked to mood exacerbations (86). Life charts map naturally onto the “three column charts” and “five column charts” of classic cognitive behavioral therapy (87). Three column charts note times of intense emotional reaction, along with the triggering event and the attached cognition or interpretation. Life charts already record the emotion and trigger, providing excellent source material for interpreting the same information will be, and the less contradictory opinions will result. Using the nomogram (a type of chart that yields Bayesian probabilities without

**BENEFITS OF AN EVIDENCE BASED ASSESSMENT APPROACH TO PEDIATRIC BIPOLAR DISORDER**

The assessment algorithm described here has several strengths. First, the approach is more accurate than unaided clinical decision making for PBD (21), replicating a well-established finding in literally hundreds of studies across clinical professions (18, 91). Second, information is used more consistently and efficiently. When clinicians read a vignette, hear about a family history of bipolarity, or see an elevated test score, they tend to attach different weights and meanings. An EBM approach weights the findings based on empirical validity. The more that clinicians use the EBM approach, the more consistent their interpretations of the same information will be, and the less contradictory opinions will result. Using the nomogram (a type of chart that yields Bayesian probabilities without
The methods presented here push for more systematic evaluation, incorporating validated tools, and shifting to a Bayesian framework for thinking about probability, risks, and benefits. To deliver any benefit, though, practitioners must develop competence and comfort with the concepts, so that they can explain findings in clear terms to a lay audience, and help patients to see how accurate assessment gives them power over their mood to change their lives for the better.
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WHAT ARE FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR EVIDENCE-BASED ASSESSMENT OF PEDIATRIC BIPOLAR DISORDER?
There has been remarkable progress in the assessment of PBD over the last two decades. There remains much to do before assessment “matures” to fully realize its potential for the identification and management of PBD. One frontier involves instrument translation and validation in languages other than English, and developing low cost tools that require minimal infrastructure, such as SMS text message mood charts. The next decade will bring decreases in the cost of technologies such as imaging and gene testing or proteomics, as well as advances in the delivery of computer-based performance measures.

None of these technologies or refinements will replace the clinician. A skilled professional remains essential to frame the questions of assessment, organize the tools, integrate the information, and interpret the data in a way that conveys meaning and motivation to the patient. Advances in assessment require new skills from the practitioner, the most central of which is the ability to balance and shift between technical and quantitative aspects of testing (27) and humanistic, qualitative aspects of interpretation (75).


EVIDENCE-BASED ASSESSMENT STRATEGIES FOR PEDIATRIC BIPOLAR DISORDER


Appendix 1. Nomogram for combining probability with likelihood ratios

Straus et al. (27) provide the rationale and examples of using the nomogram. Jenkins et al. (21) illustrate using a case with possible PBD.